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Purpose and Significance of Study
The organized child-placing movement was started in 1853* Uy Charles
Loring Brace through the New York Children's Aid Society,^
Others who have contributed to this altruistic movement include
Reverend M, V, B, Van Arsdale, Charlotte Towle, Florence Clothier, Bertha
Reynolds, and Dorothy Hutchinson. Mrs. Clothier has said that foster
care is society's best method for caring for young children who cannot
p
live at home with their own parents for one reason or another.
Social agencies have worked with parents, and foster parents in meet¬
ing the needs of children requiring this service. It is in this connection
that this study has been made. The Crippled Children's Division of the
Georgia Department of Public Welfare asked the Child Welfare Association
of Pulton and DeKalb Counties, in August, 19U9, to provide foster homes for
clubfoot children who received plaster cast services through their clinic
for an approximate period of six months before returning to their respective
homes in rural Georgia. The Child Yfelfare Association agreed to give this
service. Therefore, this study, will embrace the functioning of these two
agencies in facilitating the adjustment and therapeutic care of the infants
in question.
Scope and Limitations
The eight Negro cases included in this study were referred to and
^U. S. Children's Bureau, Foster Home Care for Dependent Children
(U. S. Department of Labor, 19214), p. 5*
2
Florence Clothier, "The Need of New Facilities for the Care of
Disturbed Children," Mental Hygiene, XXXIV (January, 1950), p, 97.
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accepted by the Child Welfare Association from August through December,
19lt9> for this special program which was inaugurated in August, 19U9> for
the care of very young clubfoot children known to the Crippled Children's
Division of the Georgia Department of Public Welfare, Previous to this,
Negro children with this condition remained in Harris Memorial Hospital,
and McLendon Hospital for boarding care only, while they received plaster
cast services through the Crippled Children's Clinic, There were no con¬
valescent facilities for Negro children in the state of Georgia,
Specifically, this study includes eight Negro babies aged three months
to three years, handicapped by congenital deformities known as clubfoot,
and from inadequate home situations in rural Georgia, Through the coopera¬
tive program, these children have been housed in faster homes supervised
by the Child Welfare Association as they continued to receive service
through the Crippled Children's Division, Five of these cases were part
of the caseload of this student while completing field work requirements
at the Child Welfare Association, Observation studies were made from
September, 19U9> to February, 19^0,
Method of Procedure
A study was made of the following sources of information: 1, The
case records of the Child Welfare Association as they were accepted
through December, 19149, observed, and recorded through February, 1950j
2, Four theses in the area of the care of Crippled Children, and the pro¬
gram of Aidmore, completed since 19hSt by graduates of the Atlanta
University School of Social Workj 3* Other pertinent literature; and
ij. Interviews with agency personnel, and foster parents.
Definition of Clubfoot
Clubfoot is a deformity of one or both feet which is thought to be
due to abnormal compression in the uterus or to arrested development of the
foot. It is often hereditary. The abnormality is a dislocation inward
at the mediotarsal articulation of the anterior portion of the foot; the
sole of the foot is turned in so that the person walks on the outer edge
of the top of the foot. The heel cord, posterior capsule, and the muscles
in the sole of the foot are usually contracted to a great degree. Club¬
foot is sometimes referred to as talipes equinovarus. Talipes equinus
means a dropping downward of the forefoot. This name has been applied be¬
cause of the resemblance of this type of condition to the shape of a horse's
foot. The word varus applies to the turning in of the forefoot at the
mediotarsal joint with or without inversion of the sole. Talipes equino-
valgus is a dropping downward of the forefoot in which there is also a
turning out of the forefoot at the mediotarsal Joint,-'
PP*
3
James Warren Sever, Principles of Orthonedic Surgery (New York. 19li0),
lU-15. ^
CHAPTER II
THE EARLY BACKGROUND OF FOSTER CARE
Some of the children needing care outside of the home have received
some type of refuge throughout the ages. In early Biblical times Abraham
adopted his nephew Lot, and Pharoah’s daughter adopted Moses.
In medieval times, the English government legalized an apprentice
system. This system of child slavery was condoned by law in 1^62.
It was in 18^3 that the first organized child-placing movement came
into being. This was initiated through Charles Loring Brace, who organized
the New York Children's Aid Society. Mr. Brace removed children from the
streets of New York and sent them to farm and village homes.
Many child-placing societies were developed during the next thirty-
nine years. Henry Watson organized the Children's Aid Society in Baltimore
in 1860. The Boston Children's Aid Society followed in 186U. The Brook]fen
Children's Aid Society was established in 1866, the New York State Charities
Aid Association in 1872, and the Connecticut Children's Aid Society in 1892.
The Children's Home Society was organized in I683, by Reverend M. V. B.
Van Arsdale, in Chicago, Illinois. The first name given this organization
was the American Educational Aid Association. The original purpose was to
assist deserving children in obtaining an education. Under the new name
of Children's Home Society, it became a child-placing agency. The develop¬
ment spread quickly in many states, and in a relatively short period, there
were thirty-six accredited state children's home societies.
In 1898, the society of Saint Vincent de Paul was established. The
Catholic Children's Society was organized in New Jersey in I9O3.
The Catholic Humane Bureau of San Francisco was founded in I907, by the




The Lutheran Kinderfreund was organized in 1902, by the Lutheran
Church. By 1921, there were approximately twenty-five State agencies
with authority to place children in family homes in the United States.
Massachusetts, however, led the way. These agencies have operated on a
state, county, or municipal basis.
Public institutions for the placement of children were pioneered
through "State Public Schools" for dependent children in Michigan, Minne¬
sota, Nebraska, and Wisconsin, The old terminology of orphan's home was
prevalent in Maine, Pennsylvania, and Ohio,
The Child Welfare League of America became active under this title in
January, 1921, under the leadership of Dr, C, C. Carstens of Boston.
Through an appropriation of funds from the Commonwealth Fund the League,
under the directorship of Dr, Carstens, became recognized as an efficient
agency for the improvement of placing-out children throughout the United
States,^
The first White House Conference on Children was held in 1909, and
widened the horizon for the improvement of services for dependent children.
The Conference made the following statement:
Supervision of children placed in foster homes should include
adequate visits by properly qualified and well-trained visitors, who
should exercise watchfulness on the child's health, education, and
moral and spiritual development. Periodic physical examinations
should be made. Supervision of children in boarding homes should also
■
■involve the careful training of the foster parents in their task.
Supervision should not be made a substitute for the responsibilities
which properly rest with the foster family,'^
^U, S, Children's Bureau, 0£. cit., pp, 1-13.
^ppid,, r»n, Il[-15»
CHAPTER III
HOW THE MODERM-DAY CONCEPT TOWARD HAIffilCAPPED
PEOPLE OUTl'^ODES THE OLD CHjNCEPT
Today the accent is on 'youth,' Our government is placing more and
more emphasis on its child welfare program which embraces the investigating
and the reporting of all matters pertaining to the welfare of children and
child life among all classes of our people,^ We have Congress to thank
for creating the Children's Bureau in 1912, and for focusing this service
in such a needed and vital area. Today hundreds of children will grow up
to lead normal and fruitful lives because states now attempt to locate all
crippled children, and provide the necessary services for their care and
training. Great progress has been made in giving service to the crippled
child during the last fourteen years, and includes the individual child
and his total problem. This involves a pooling of services through medical
care, social work, education, and vocational training. Since I909, the White
House Conference on Children has been held at ten-year intervals for the
purpose of assessing the condition of children and for measuring the distance
we have come in providing opportunity for their wholesome growth and de¬
velopment, -^t is interesting to note that the Seventy-ninth Congress appro¬
priated $22,000,000, in Federal grants for the Child Welfare Services,^
The emphasis today regarding crippled people starts with an understand¬
ing of the many types of crippling conditions. It is general knowledge that
the causes of crippling conditions are of hereditary, congenital, obstetri- •
cal, traumatic, infectious, paralytic, glandular, metabolic, neoplas-
^U, S, Children's Bureau, "Children's Bureau Reviews a Years' W'ork:"




tic, circulators’^, myogenic, neurogenic, or psychogenic origin.3 Doctors
have agreed that the component factors in producing crippling conditions
are congenital defects, disease, deformity, and disability. It has also
been found that the most frequent sources of crippling in children are
poliomyelitis, birth injxiries, tuberculosis, nutritional disturbances and
fractures. Dr. Lewin lists the causes of deformity as unequal muscle pull,
the effects of gravity, and the early use of weakened muscles. Factors in
the prevention of crippling conditions are early recognition, early appro¬
priate treatment, and persistence and cooperation in the continuance of
treatment,^
The accent on the handicapped person one hundred and fifty years ago
was geared toward pity and charity. This denied the person self-esteem,
as he was given refuge and custodial care. This trend of thought was a
carry-over from medieval days when it was assumed that the abnonnal body
encased an abnormal mindj as a result such persons were persecuted and ex¬
ploited.^ This attitude and opinion stemmed from ancient Biblical times
when great men such as King David looked upon the handicapped person as
being worthless. King David let it be widely known that crippled people
were repugnant, and should be despised, even put to death,^ Even Christ’s
benevolent attitude, hundreds of years later, towards the cripple did not
last through the ages in the minds of the populace,
^Phillip Lewin, Orthopedic Surgery for Nurses, (Philadelphia, 19k^).
pp. 12-13.
^'-Ibid.
^t!ary lltysor Keefer, "Preparing the Crippled Child for His Future:"




YTith orthopedic surgery, and the newer theory that every person, no
matter how grossly handicapped, has some contribution to make to societj^
the whole approach to this once unsolved problem has undergone a process
of evolution. The following outstanding individuals were handicapped,
Beethoven, Byron, Schubert, and Franklin Roosevelt. Many opportunities
are available to the handicappied person, and put him side by side with his
fellow human beings to enjoy life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.
The modern-day concept toward the handicapped person can be summed
up in the quotation below by Sir Robert Jones*
Catch the cripple early and give him: Prompt and prolonged treat¬
ment; effective home supervision and after care; education; vocational
training and adjustment to society. "7
7Philin Levrin, op. cit., flyleaf.
CHAPTER IV
FACILITIES FOR CRIPPLED CHILDREN
The Georgia Crippled Children’s Program
The following information regarding this program is taken from a
pamphlet issued by the State Department of Public Welfare, Crippled Chil¬
dren’s Division, entitled ’’Georgia Program for Crippled Children,”
The state of Georgia has a tax-supported medical care program for
handicapped children.
The Crippled Children’s Division of the Georgia Department of Public
Welfare defines a cripoled child as any child with a physical, mental, emo¬
tional, and/or educational handicap. Because of limited funds and facili¬
ties, the Division offers care for three broad classifications of crippling
conditions: 1, conditions amenable to treatment by an orthopedic special¬
ist for such conditions affecting the bones, joints, muscles and ligaments;
2, conditions treated by plastic surgery for congenital deformities such
as harelip, cleft palate, also injuries to the soft tissues such as scar
and contractures from burns or accidents; and 3» conditions such as polio¬
myelitis and other types of paralysis and cerebral palsy which may be helped
through such treatment by a specialist in physical medicine.
Acute fractures, injuries sustained in accidents, and burns are not
accepted for.care unless the physician and the medical consultant of the
Division are sure the proper care cannot be provided otherwise in the local
community. Diagnosis and treatment are provided by the Division in three
centers in the State which are located in Atlanta, Augusta, and Savannah,
Clinics are held at regular intervals. After the clinic examinations, rec¬
ommendations are made for further services.
This service is available to any child under the age of twenty-one.
9
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•who is a resident of the state. After a diagnostic examination and plan
of treatment have been made, the parent may accept or reject the plan of
treatment and care. The parent also has the opportunity to pay as much
for the cost of this ser'vice as he is able. Parents or guardians are re¬
quested to give their written permission before the plan of treatment is
started.
There are a multiplicity of services pro-vided by the Di-vision, It
has been mentioned that a thorough examination is necessary for diagnosing
the conditionj consultation services to insure sound diagnosis and planning
include those offered by the pediatric, psychiatric, neurological, neuro-
STirgical, dental, psychological, cardiac, eye, nose, and throat specialists;
the necessary surgical and medical care is given for treating the whole
child along with the major crippling condition; hospital care is provided
as it is needed; convalescent care is also pro-vided if necessary at Aidmore
for white children; in instances where it is deemed necessary, braces,
artificial limbs, special shoes, and crutches are pro-vided; if the child
receives convalescent care at Aidmore, physical and occupational therapy
are given; the following services are also pro-vided, orthopedic nursing
consultation, medical social service, nutritional guidance, and follow-
through service.
Any person or agency may refer children to the Di-vision, Applications
may be made directly to the Crippled Children's Di-vision, State ISielfare
Department, which is located in room Ul5, State Office Building, Atlanta,
Georgia,
The Crippled Children's Division has certain legal responsibilities
which areJ the acceptance and disbursement of Federal and State funds
pro-vided for the treatment of handicapped children; the location of crippled
children -within the state; the coordination of the services of the state
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with other organizations providing care for crippled children; and the
stimulation and develonment of more adequate care for all children^
The foinowing agencies work cooperatively with the Crippled Children's
Division: the American Red Cross (Savannah); the County Y/elfare Depart¬
ments; the Crippled Children League of Georgia; the Georgia Chapter,
National Foundation of Infantile Paralysis; the Junior League in Augusta;
the State Department of Health and the University of Georgia.
Most of the above agencies provide the necessary clinic and office
space in the various localities mentioned. Some of these agencies under¬
write part of the semrices rendered. The American Red Cross fiirnishes
volunteers and necessary sewing.^
Aidmore
The information on Aidmore is taken from a pamphlet by the Crippled
Children League; this pamphlet was given to the writer when a special visit
was made to tour the convalescent hospital.
Aidmore is the convalescent home for white crippled children. The pre¬
ceding statement is not taken from the pamphlet as the word 'white' is not
specified. The convalescent home is directed by the Crippled Children
League which in turn is owned and operated by the Georgia Elks, Since Aid¬
more is a direct outgrowth of the Crippled Children Reague the two will be
discussed as a unit.
The League was organized in 1937» the treatment, care, and rehabili¬
tation of the physically handicapped children of Georgia, The League is a
philanthropic, non-profit organization which renders a statewide service
Georgia Department of Public Welfare, Georgia Program for Crinnled
Children, (Crippled Children's Division), n.'ST '
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including all forms of crippling conditions for Georgia children irrespec¬
tive of race, color, or religious denominations.
Through Aidraore, services are furnished by a medical staff consisting
of an orthopedist, pediatrician, cardiologist, dentist, X-Ray technician,
and hygienist. There are registered nurses, sides, orderlies, a graduate
dietitian, a cook and assistant cook, maids, registered physical therapists,
a registered occupational therapist, a^recreational director, and a speech
therapist. The Atlanta Public School System furnishes teachers so that chil¬
dren can progress with their studies as they convalesce. There is a superin¬
tendent employed for the administration of the various responsibilities,
Aidmore, through the Crippled Children League, is owned and operated
by Georgia Elks for Georgia Crippled Children. Provision is made for each
child sent to Aidmore by the State Department of ^'ublic Welfare, Crippled
Children’s Division? this amount is matched by Federal funds, and totals
per day per child,'^ Part of the cost is provided through private
sources such as the sale of Easter Seals, Thirty Georgia Elk Lodges con¬
tribute annually to the clinic and building funds.
The program of the Crippled Children League includes: a study of the
needs and facilities for crippled children in Georgia? cooperation with
other agencies such as hospitals, and similar institutions (public and
private) in locating the children, and giving them service? the organiza¬
tion and development of local, county, and community committees for the ad¬
vancement and welfare of handicapped children? and furnishing these local
county and community units with direction and support, financially or other¬
wise.
There h^ve been many types of cases treated at Aidmore. Leading the
2
Interview with Mrs, Dorothy Conroy, District Orthopedic Nurse
(Crippled Children Division, Atlanta, Georgia, March 1^, 1950).
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list, ntimerically, has been polioinyelitis, followed in their respective
order as to frequency by cerebral palsy, osteomyelitis, and clubfoot. These
are instances of frequency during the first six years of the operation of
Aidmore. During this time there were fifty-nine different types of cases
including arthritic patients and blue babies. Today the leading number of
cases as to respective frequencies are cerebral palsy, clubfoot, and polio-
myelitis.-^
Aidmore can house approximately sixty-eight patients at one time.
There are two annex buildings for the clinic, arts and crafts rooms, class
roans, and speech and recreational therapy rooms.
The League recorded that during the four years, 19U2-19U5> the clinic
provided by the League and staiffed by the State served six thousand patients
or more. Epidemics such as poliomyelitis sent the figures to a high peak
during this period.
Local organizations, such as the Ladies Auxiliary, give their service.
This Auxiliary furnishes new, and repairs old clothing in large volume.
The League works in cooperation with the Public Health and School Authori¬
ties, and other groups in securing a census of physically handicapped
children. All the one hundred and fifty-nine counties of Georgia will be
considered in making this survey of all forms of crippling conditions
affecting children. Local doctors now report children born with deformi¬
ties or who have acquired crippling conditions,^ In 19h7f DeKalb County
was the first to complete this survey. In this county there were six hun¬
dred and four children found to be suffering from thirty-four different types
^Interview with Mrs. Edwards, Registered Nurse, (Aidmore Convalescent
Home, Atlanta, Georgia, March 17, 19^0),
^Interview with Mrs. Brenner, Principal Accounting Clerk (Crippled
Children's Division, March 17> 1950),
of affliction. By such methods and techniques, the problem of crippling
conditions among children should be under better control. This should
help to assure stronger and healthier generations.^
The Child Vvelfare Association
. The ■vw'iter did her six months of block field work training at this
agency, and the following information was chiefly gained through the learnr-
ing experience which included supervisory conferences, staff meetings, and
agency literature,
Hie Child Welfare As.sociation of Fulton and DeKalb Counties is a pri¬
vate child-placing agency, whose chief source of support is the Atlanta
Community Chest, The Agency serves Negro and white citizens from the same
headquarters, and is a member of the Child Welfare League of America,
The program of the Agency, vrhich is equipped for short-term services,
includes foster home placement for children whose homes are temporarily dis¬
rupted, and casework service to these children, foster parents, and natural
parents} boarding school placements through the Whitehead Foundation for
promising children under the Agency's supervision, whether in foster homes
or their own homesj adoption services and services to unmarried mothers}
and the operation of bi-monthly clinics for the children.
In making a foster home placement, the Agency and parent or guardian
make an agreement as to the amount of board they can pay and any other re¬
sponsibility the parents feel they can assume. The rate of board is from
|1,15 to $l,liO per day. Before placing a Child in any home the foster
parents have their home and their personal characteristics studied by an
agency homefinder. The physical health of the foster parents and all mem¬
bers of household must be satisfactory} this also applies to the foster
child.
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The 'Whitehead Scholarship is a fund which has been given to the Agency
for several years through the TShitehead Estate. .--Approximately $15j000,
is given each year. The children who remain in Atlanta in foster homes
must be in high school in order to receive the scholarship. In many in¬
stances, scholarships include the entire support of the child, tuition,
board, transportation, clothing allowances, and incidentals. Unmarried
mothers receive benefit through this fund for vocational training or ser¬
vices including short-term assistance for medical care and maintenance.
The adoption services center around requests of unmarried mothers who
wish to give their babies for adoption, A release is signed by the mother
after she has had sufficient time to make her decision. In the event the
mother is under eighteen years of age, the release is signed by the mother's
legal guardian. Those who wish to adopt children must be married and resi¬
dents of Fulton or DeKalb Counties for at least one year. The couple must
be childless, and from twenty-five to forty years old. It is also required
that the couple be in sound physical and mental health. They should be
financially secure, and able to provide a good home for the prospective
child,^
A new cooperative service was initiated at the request of the Crippled
Children's Division of the Georgia Department of Public Welfare in Augustj
1?U9* This service included the provision of foster homes by the Child Vvelfare
Association for clubfoot children receiving plaster cast services through
the Crippled Children's Division. This service was needed especially for
Negro babies suffering from this condition who had to remain away from home
^Chlld Welfare Association of Pblton and DeKalb Counties, Facts About
Adoption, Atlanta, 19U9*
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approximately six months for care and treatment. This cooperative service
is another ?rreat step forward in meeting some of the vital needs of
children for specialized services.
From the three major sources of facilities for crippled children given
in this chapter, it is evident that some of the needs of crippled children
are being met here in Georgia through private and public auspices.
There are many practices in each agency discussed which are somewhat
unjustifiable. In the Georgia Crippled Children's Program for instance,
the Federal Government provides |;7j500,000^ for fostering services for
crippled childrenj half of this amount must be matched by the State. This
is true with all states meeting the requirements for receiving this grant.
However, even with the use of Federal and State funds in such a program,
the service is of a minimum to Negro children to the extent of their being
deprived of such vital services as physical, occupational, speech, and
play therapy.
Much of the funds allocated for crippled children is not used in
Georgia, one reason being due to the inability to recruit foster homes.
This is not as unfortunate for the white children as it is for the colored
childrenj the former group has two good resources, Aidmore and its affiliated
■clinic serve whi'te children for convalescent and medical carej the Scottish
Rite Hospital gives hospital care for white crippled children. One impor¬
tant factor in the slow development of foster homefinding in the Southern
Region is due primarily to the small amount of money paid to the foster
parents for such services. The Crippled Children's Division paid a total
of seventy dollars per month for board and transportation. At the Child
Welfare Association, the rate of board paid is from $1.15 to $1.^0 per day.
This amount is considerably lower than the amount paid by the Crippled
^Federal Security Agency, Social Sec^^rity for Children: I9h8, n, 20,
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Children's Division for the clubfoot children benefitted through this
ppecia.1 program. Money received through public or governmental sources
can be given in larger sums than money received through private sourpes.
It was the usual practice at the Child Tllielfare Association to pay white -
foster mothers a slightly higher rate than liegro foster mothers. It is
understood that their maximum total is a small amount because private
agencies are limited with funds, but the difference the minority group
receives cannot be justified inasmuch as both have to pay the same for
a bottle of milk. Of course this is not a practice peculiar to this one
agency, but a practice that is perpetuated in southern localities. In
mar^ instances the minority group pays more because of the necessity of
credit purchasing and the higher prices in many of these restricted areas
where the food is inferior in quality.
Negro foster mothers seem to be easier to recruit than white foster
mothers; the only basis that could be responsible for such a trend is the
fact that Negroes have existed on such a lo?/ economic level, and can more
readily accept less than two dollars per day for the upkeep of a child
than white foster mothers. It is a step in the dark to have to admit such
a truth when it should not have to be discussed in relation to any racial
group.
Even at the slow pace that Georgia is moving in the area of foster
n
homefinding (under public auspices), this state leads the Southern region.'
7'Interview with Mrs. Dorothy Conroy, District Orthopedic Nurse
(Cripnled Children's Division, Atlanta, Georgia, isi^arch 15, I950),
CHAPTER y
THE EIGHT CASE STUDIES
The following studies made of the eight clubfoot children are recorded
in the order they were placed in their foster homes. In some instances
two were placed on the same day.
Four boys and four girls were included in the study. Assumed names
will be used with the exception of one, for whom the nickname. Superman,
given this little fellow while he was convalescing in a local hospitaljwill
be used. He was one of the three cases carried by another worker, the
other two being Frankie and Beth, Supei*man was the only one of the eight
children the writer did not see or obsejrve personally as he had returned
to his home before her arrival in the agency setting.
Superman
Superman was a full-tenn baby born January 2U, 19U7» in Macon
County; iabor was normal. He sat up at three months, and was trans¬
ferred from breast to bottle at this same age; he teethed at eleven
months.
Superman was one of five children whose parents were highly re¬
spected in the community in which they lived. The father's landlord,
1^0 was also his employer, remarked that his employee was intelligent,
andia responsible person. The family was considered to be happy and
well-adjusted. The workers in the State Department, who made the
initial contacts with the family, indicated that this child seemed
alert and bright and would certainly benefit from the services offer¬
ed by the Crippled Children's Division, The parents were financially
unable to contribute toward treatment costs.
Before his placement in a foster home. Superman had spent con¬
siderable time in two local hospitals for the purpose of convalescing
as he received plaster cast services through the Crippled Children's
Division, Miile hospitalized, he was very active and was frequently
involved in situations which necessitated his being under careful ob¬
servation, Because of his vim, vigor, and vitality, he was given this
very appropriate name. Superman became bored during his days in the
hospital, and it was decided that a foster home placement would prove
more beneficial to him.
On August 1, 19ii9» Superman was placed in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. A, and it was at this time that the cooperative service became
a realitj?^, iirs. A was a forty-four year old, tall, dark complexioned
woman, who appeared slender in build because of her height. The
couple had had the experience of rearing a son, and were able to
receive Superman waimily. They did not express negative feelings in
^18
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caring for a physically handicapr«d child. Their home was warm and
inviting.
From the visits made by the worker, first to the hospital, before
placement, and then to the foster home after placement, it seemed that
Superman was a responsive and uninhibited child. The fact that it did
not take him very long to adjust to his new home was perhaps based
primarily upon the fact that he came from a warm family setting. This
positive asset was extended through the accepting foster parents.
Superman was not toilet-trained when he went into the foster home,
but the foster mother handled the situation adequately, and without
much difficulty. He related well to children, and they were frequent¬
ly over to visit him. The worker was impressed with the manner in which
he entertained himself with his toys during the absence of his playmates.
The child in the above case study was one with many positive assets,
based upon good family relationships, which were followed up with a social-
minded medical staff, trained social workers, and cooperative foster parents.
His favorable adjustment was maintained throughout the period of placement.
This was indicative, inasmuch as the foundation was being laid for a
normally adjusted child with a handicapping condition which would not make
him insecure during the period of correction because of certain basic prin¬
ciples which apply to the favorable adjustment of any individual.
Frankie
Frankie, born April 12, 19li7, in Marshaville, Georgia, was a full-
term baby who weighed nine pounds at birth. He was transferred to
bottle-feeding at three months; he talked at eleven months. His health
was considered good prior to coming to Atlanta, although he had not re¬
ceived am’^ immunizations.
FraT\kie*s father, an alcoholic farmer, was twenty-five years older
than his wife. The mother, a shy and retiring woman, was very much
attached to Frankie, who was one year younger than his sister, and
found it difficult when he had to leave her for his treatment. From
all Indications, the family was not a happy one.
On August 1, I9U9, Frankie, a dark brown-skinned, bright-eyed
youngster who ap’^eared large for his age, was placed in the home of
Mr. and Mrs, B, Mrs. B was one of the agency's recent foster mothers,
her application having been made April lit, 19U9» She was forty-nine
years old and lived in a surburban area of Atlanta. Their home was
attractive and they had hogs and chickens in a general rural atmosphere.
When Frankie's situation was explained and discussed with the
foster mother, she acknowledged an understanding, and expressed accept¬
ance of a child with a handicapping condition. When he was brought
to the foster mother's home, she expressed open rejection. The worker
indicated she would not leave him in the home under the existing circum¬
stances, When this was said, the foster mother seemingly became aware
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of her actions which really expressed her true feelings; however, she
did not realize that she was so vocal about it. From this point on,
the foster mother was carefully observed in regard to her adjustment
to Frankie, It was a relatively short period of time till she became
attached to the child, and became a 'super* over-protective foster
mother. The foster mother was slow in grasping facts and she could
never understand why the child had to wear the 'blocks' as she referiv
ed to the casts. She felt that he should not be expected to walk as
long as he had to have on such crude things as the 'blocks.* The fos¬
ter mother stubbornly held to her set ideas and practices.
Her neurotic attachment for Frankie decreased, and she began to
accept him as he was. She expressed her desire to cariry him to church
with her.
When the writer accompanied the worker on one of her visits to
the foster home, the foster mother and Frankie were found having a
lovely afternoon together. The foster mother delighted in telling
about his everyday experiences, Frankie was not as withdrawn as he
appeared on days he had visited the Child Welfare Clinic, He smiled
warmly, and showed many of his toys which were nearby. The foster
mother seemed proud that Frankie could say anything he wished. He was
so withdrawn and insecure when placed that he repeated only a few words.
The foster mother also pointed out that the foster father was very fond
of Frankie, and that Frankie often asked him to bring bananas whenihe
came home from work,
Frankie was observed on February 6, 1950, at the Crippled Chil¬
dren's Clinic, and the experience was interesting and amusing. The
foster mother always wore quite a bit of make-up and dressed in gay and
vivid colors. She was so dressed when she brought Frankie for his clin¬
ic visit. To add to the colorful scene, Frankie came made up with rouge
and lipstick. The foster mother revealed that he insisted that she put
the make-up on him just as she had put it on herself. Frankie's deep-
seated feeling of insecurity came forth when he was put on the table for
plaster service. His screams were forthcoming before the foster mother
released him and before the doctor approached him, Mrs. B gave Frankie
all the consolation possible which included her affections, an apple,
and a cracker.
The cast was removed from the left foot, and a special shoe pre¬
scribed, The foster mother was urged to cooperate in not allowing the
child to beat the remaining cast to a softened condition. She insist¬
ed that it seemed terrible not to allow a child to play as he wished.
The doctor and his staff did not exi>ect the proper cooperation from the
foster mother. The orthopedic nurse told the foster mother she would be
out shortly to check on the condition of the cast as it was essential
in the proper corrective procedure for enabling the child to walk even¬
tually*
The case of Frankie illustrated the insecurity of a child from an un¬
happy family situation. It points out how this insecurity is manifested in
his foster home placement. It was unfortunate that he was placed with an
immature foster mother who over-protected him, and could not meet his emo¬
tional needs. Foster homes are limited, and the negative aspects are
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taken along Td.th the positivesj however, social workers are constantly on
the alert for foster homes that meet the all-around needs of children. In
this specific instance it would have been more meaningful if the foster
mother's emotional and intellectual development had been of a higher level
since the child's future, to a great extent depended upon her understand¬
ing and care in the area of his plaster casts.
Susan
Little Susan was an adorable, medium brown-skinned baby girl,
born out of wed-lock March 3, 19k9» in Camilla, Georgia. Her birth
was a normal one, and her condition was satisfactory with the excep¬
tion of clubfeetj she weighed nine pounds, Susan was breast-fed for
three months. Immunizations were received through the Child Welfare
Association's Clinic after she had been placed under their foster home
supervision. During her periodic physical examinations, she was found
to have had an infection of the eyes which was diagnosed as a gonorrhe¬
al infection.
The mother was very much attached to Susan, and it was difficult
for her to be separated from the child. The mother was anxious for
Susan to receive treatment through the Crippled Children's Division,
Her interest in this area was shown by the fact that she came to Albany
to an inter-clinic being held, having read about it in the paper. The
mother cried when she faced the reality that the suggested plan of
treatment meant that she would be separated from the child. Susan's
mother lived with her parents and did domestic work,
Susan was placed in the home of Mr. and Mrs, C, veteran foster
parents of the agency, on Augvist 7» 19U9» This home offered excellent
physical comforts, and the parents were warm in their personalities.
The couple had an adopted daughter, and the family circle was congenial.
Mrs, C was fifty-two years old, and at the time Susan was placed she
was also caring for another foster child under the agency's supervision,
with a severe illness,
IKiring home visits, Susan was usually lying comfortably in her
bed. She was very observant and expressed her emotions mainly by bat¬
ting her e;^s rapidly, by opening and closing her hands in rapid suc¬
cession, and by holding her lower i lip tightly. The foster mother de¬
lighted in relating how carefully Susan observed her facial expressions.
Susan had been heard by the writer answering 'huh' when someone called
her. She did not present any feeding or elimination problems,
Susan was considered a "Little Lady," by those who knew and worked
with her. She posed for an Agency picture (Child 'Welfare Association
publicity regarding the cooperative service with the Crippled Children's
Clinicy In ' December, l?h9.
On I'ebruary 6, 1950» Susan was observed at the Crippled Children's
Clinic. It was interesting to observe how she strove to repress her
tears even when the hand-electric saw was applied to remove the cast.
She fretted and whimpered only when a certain depth was reached. The
supportive relationship the foster mother gave the child was meaningful;
Susan only needed to know that the foster mother was standing by;, and
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she would glance occasionally toward her just to make sure. The or¬
thopedic specialist stated that Susan was responding favorably to
treatment and should be dismissed shortly. He mentioned the fact
that Susan's left foot had been over-corrected.
The mother brought ^usan a lovely doll when she came to Atlanta
for the purpose of carrying Susan home for the Christmas holidays
after she had been granted the permission. All of her attention was
affectionately centered on Susan during a visit to the Child Welfare
Association at this time.
The case of Susan illustrates a baby expressing symptomatic behavior
such as opening and closing her hands in rapid succession when emotionally
upset. This type of behavior showed that the separation from her mother
was as traumatic for her as it was for the mother. It would have been
much better if Susan had expressed more of her feelings by crying rather
than by withholding as she did and expressing the primary behavior disorders
mentioned above. At this point, however, this does not seem to be an area
for great concern inasmuch as she will return shortly to her mother.
Emory
Emory was the most seriously handicapped child with clubfeet, . His
hands were clubbed also. The condition was described as a disease of
the muscles, and called arthrogrjrposis. Dr, Bondurant of the Crippled
Children's Division said that this condition takes twice as long to
correct as the milder types mentioned in previous cases.
Emory, born October 21, 19U8, in Buena Vista, Georgia, was a full-
terra baby, and weighed eight pounds at birth. The period of labor was
prolonged. His only brother was four years his senior.
At the time the case was accepted by the Crippled Children's Divi¬
sion, the mother was entirely dependent upon her aunt with whom she
lived. The husband, the father of her first child, was separated from
the mother and did not contribute to the support of this first child.
The mother was unemployed at the time the case was accepted because she
had to stay home and take care of her four-year old child.
On August 7j ^9h9i Emory, an attractive, light complexioned baby
with a mass of brownish-red hair, who was also large and healthy look¬
ing, was placed in the foster home of Mr, and Mrs, D. The couple's
home had been approved since I9U6. Mrs. D was fifty years old and a
motherly person despite the fact she had never had any children of her
ownj she had reared a nephew. The foster father, the eldest of a family
of thirteen children, was as fond of children as the foster mother.
Their home was comfortable, but could have been improved considerably,
Emory was one of three foster babies in Mrs. D's home. He was the
oldest of the three babies, but the most jealous, and he expressed his
extreme jealousy of the foster mother in many ways. Frequently she had
to give him her undivided attention as he was so demanding, and due to
her sympathetic feelings toward his condition it was difficult for her
to refrain from spoiling him.
His mother came to visit him when she was encouraged to do so,
and when she became financially able. She was an alert and vivacious
young woman who seemed veiy much interested in her son while she was
here. There was much pleasure derived by the mother ydien she took
her son for an outing in a nearby park. She was aware of the fact
that he enjoyed being out for he constantly reminded of her of it by
his hanpy laughter, his eager observance, and affectionate mannerisms
toward her. The mother discussed her son’s condition freely, and did
not seem to be over-protective,
Emory did not respond to the plaster cast treatment, and it was
suggested by the orthopedic specialist that he return to his home for
a period of approximately ten months (without casts) before returning
for further care. He left Atlanta in January, 19^0, for his home.
The prognosis was poor for Emory, The orthopedic nurse had indicated
that even when the child did respond to treatment he would always be con¬
siderably handicapped.
It did not seem that this foster home is a good place for handicapped
children because the foster mother tended to spoil and over-protect them,
thus giving them an added handicap} it seemed difficult for her to improve
in this area.
Jimmy
Jimmy, an only child of a twenty-two year old unmarried mother,
was born January 6, 19li9> in Grantville, Georgia, He was a full-terra
baby, and was breast-fed for two months.
The mother lived in the home of her parents. Her father, a share¬
cropper, earned seventy-two dollars a year; the family relationship was
a congenial one,
Jimn^y was placed August 7» 19U9» in the home of Mrs, D at the same
time Emoiy was placed. He was not as jealous of the foster mother as
Emory was, but he had his little habits such as taking the toys of the
other two babies even when he had plenty of his own at the time, 1Shen
unoccupied, he sucked his fingers, and masturbated. He had only one
foot in a cast when the writer first observed him,
Jimny was medium brown in color, had large dark eyes, and his
braided hair gave him the appearance of a girl. All of his immuniza¬
tions were received through the Child Welfare Clinic, and he maintained
a healthy condition throughout the period of placement with the excep¬
tion of a few colds, Jimmy responded to the plaster cast treatments
as the reports from the clinic indicated.
He was dismissed from the Crippled Children's Clinic in December,
I9I19, with both feet in special shoes, tie was to return to the January
clinic to see if the proper follow-up heel cord stretching had been
carried out while he was home.
The case of Jimmy noints out that he was seemingly a baby who had ex-
perienced a certain amount of security from his home environment. The
sucking of his fingers was indicative of the fact he had been taken from
the breast before he was prepared and ready for this change. It was sig¬
nificant that he had undergone additional frustration by being separated
from his mother, and these series of denials had developed primary behavior
disorders in his daily activities. The taking of the toys indicated that
he had a need to take because of his denials. This series of denials con¬
tinued during the foster home placement because there was not too much
attention he could receive from the foster mother since there were two
other babies to care for, and one demanded more than one-third of the
attention which should have been his under the circumstances.
It would seem that after a period of adjustment at home, Jimigsr should
be able to receive the proper love and affection which would not neces¬
sitate the symptomatic behavior.
Dolly
Dolly, a dark brovm-skinned, chubby, baby girl, was born April
22, 19h9t Camilla, Georgia. Dolly was a full-term baby who weighed
eleven pounds at birth, and was normal with the exception of being
born with bilateral talipes equino-varus feet. The child's feet were
taped at birth, but this was unsuccessful.
The child's parents were sharecroppers, and had an annual income
of two hundred and one dollars and fifty cents. The mother wad thirty-
four years old, and her husband was ten years her senior. They had
a sixteen year-old daughter, and an eighteen year-old son.
On September 15, i9U9» Dolly was placed in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. E. This couple had been boarding children for the Child Welfare
Association since 19li7. Mrs. E's mother lived in the home and appeared
to be a controlling figure in the household. Mrs E was a large, dark-
brown, jolly-looking woman, and was in her forty-ninth year. Her hus¬
band in the past had expressed negative feelings regarding giving
foster care to a handicapped child. After a couple of months he changed
this attitude, and it was with the mutual consent of both parents that
Dolly was placed in their home. There was a child in the home also
who was once supervised by the Child Welfare Associationj he was seven
years old.
At the time Dolly was removed from Harris Hospital (at three
months) she had quite a bit of congestion in her chest. This cold did
not seem to have disturbed her very much as she smiled and kicked in
her bed before she was transferred to the foster home. This cold per¬
sisted for several months in spite of the good medical, attentiPh,- which
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included prescribed medicine. At one point the cold became acute, and
penicillin injections had to be given, Dolly received all of her im¬
munizations through the Child Welfare Association Clinic, She related
extremelj’' well to Mrs, E's mother, who was kind but firm in handling
Dolly, The foster mother had a tendency to pander and spoil the baby,
and she was aware of this without being told, but could not be helped
very much in bringing about a change, Dolly preferred the firm hand¬
ling offered by Mrs, E's mother, and Mrs, E was fully aware of this
fact,
Dolly smiled and cried rather easily. She apparently only remem¬
bered the unpleasant aspects of the two clinics she attended, which
centered primarily upon injections, and the application of the hand-
electric saw to remove her plaster casts, and she expressed this feel¬
ing by crying as she entered the clinic doors. She transferred part
of her unpleasant feelings to her foster mother because the foster
mother was instrumental in carrying her to these places of 'punishment. '
The foster mother remarked how Dolly completely rejected her after re¬
turning from a clinic visit.
This foster baby had an unusual appetite, and became very impa¬
tient when her courses did not follow in rapid succession, but this
was in keeping with her large frame which was evident at birth, at
which time she weighed eleven pounds,
Mrs, E received a great deal of pleasure from having her friends
tell her that Dolly resembled her, Dolly's figure was certainly try¬
ing to pattern after that of the foster mother. The foster father
seemed fond of Dolly also. One afternoon when a home visit was made,
the foster father came in while the writer was holding Dolly, and he
tried very hard to get her to pat^a-cake, which she refused to do.
The worker assured the fester father that this t3rpe of response happens
nine times out of ten when visitors are present.
Dolly was observed February 6, 1950, in the Crippled Children's
Clinic, and Dr. Bondurant stated that the child had responded success¬
fully to treatment. Special shoes were prescribed for her, and the
foster mother was taught the art of stretching the heel cord. The
foster parents had pictures made of Dolly wearing her shoes,
Dolly's mother participated in correspondence relative to the
child's progress, bhe came to visit her a few times, and sent her
articles of clothing.
Rita
The following case of Rita was one of the most interesting of the eight
cases. This vivacious little clubfoot girl won the approval of all who
came in contact with her. She beamed and radiated with life. It was in¬
deed a meaningful experience to have worked with Rita from the time of
placement in one of the Child “Welfare Association's foster homes until her
return to her own home, February 2U, I950«
Rita was born July l6, in Valdosta, Georgia to an unmarried
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mother who had one other child at the time. The alleged father of
both children had deserted them and gone North to live. The mothCT
livdd' with her parents v^ho were only able to provide food and snelter
for their daughter and her children inasmuch as the father was in poor
health.
Rita was a medium brown-skinned, dimpled, bright-eyed little
girl born with bilateral clubfeet. She was slenderly built, and her
expressions, and actions characterized a child more advanced in age.
She was first known to the Crippled Children's Clinic in July, 19U8,
and received treatment until April, 19U?. She had been dismissed,
wearing corrective shoes. When she returned to the clinic in October,
191j9, there was a recurrence of the clubfoot condition and she was
readmitted for treatment.
It was a sad day, November 30> 19U9, for the staff of Harris
Memorial Hospital; this was the day Rita was removed to her foster
home. Another clubfoot child was removed by another worker the same
day, but Rita was the center of attention. Some of the patients came
from their beds to say good-bye to her, and expressed their regrets.
As for Rita, she was enjoying it all, and was eager to explore the
sights beyond the hospital walls. She gleefully observed her surround¬
ings as she rode to the foster hom.ej she smiled, and laughed out
loud occasionally, showing her even rows of teeth,
Rita was placed in the comfortable and attractive home of Mr.
and Mrs. F, November-30, 19h9. Mrs. F had many modern conveniences
in her home, and kept it neat and orderly; her home had been approved
in October, ypf'Sf for boarding children. Mr. and Mrs. F were both
forty-nine years old, and each had an adult son by their previous
marriages. They received Rita warmly, and it did not take her long
to adjust in her new home. She only had the longing of a wandererj^
she wanted to go 'bye, bye' whenever visitors left the home. Her
life experience, which was brief, had consisted mostly in leaving
and returning home. This perhaps had some bearing on her extreme
urge to explore.
This child brought sunshine and radiance this home, the foster
parents, their relatives and friends. They showed their hearty
acceptance of Rita at Christmas time when they gave her gifts which
included toys, and articles of clothing. The foster parents became
attached to Rita as she was her own sales' lady.
The medical staff at the Crippled Children's Clinic adored Rita,
and felt that she was one of the brightest children who had come to
them. They described her as being mentally alert.
Rita was observed in the Crippled Children's Clinic Februaiy 2h,
19^0, the same day she was dismissed to return home. Her mother and
foster mother had accompanied her to the clinic. The writer asked
Rita to transfer several articles to her 'mommy,' and naturally at
first she gave them to the foster mother; however, when she was told
to give the articles to the mommy she was going 'bye, bye' with, she
gave the articles to her own mother. She repeated this process
several times without confusion,
When the doctor examined her feet prior to her dismissal, she
verbalized incoherent phrases of protest in rapid succession. It
was amusing as most of her words ended in 'ibly, bibly' sounds, and
the accompanying frown on her face expressed her total resentment.
She had exhibited similar behavior in the Child Welfare Clinic, and
would gain considerable satisfaction when the doctor was reprimanded
after a fashion for 'hurting' her.
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The mother was plump and had a pleasant expression. She enjoyed
talking about Rita, and commented on how different Rita was from her
other child, who is older than Rita, but shy and quiet. The mother
received much satisfaction in observing Rita as she walked, legs wide
apart, over the waiting room of the clinic.
From the last observation of the foster mother in the Crippled Chil¬
dren's Clinic, it was obvious that it was difficult for her to give Rita
up. She more or less unconsciously, gave indications of non-release,
Rita will probably have more control of her feet and legs after splints
are applied to her shoes. These were recommended at this clinic session.
The mother was also instructed as to the procedure for stretching the child's
heel cords. The foster mother came forth when the doctor called Rita's
own mother to his side for the demonstration. The foster mother was tact¬
fully told by the doctor that the mother would be needing these instructions
as the child would be horae with her after the dismissal from the clinic.
Beth
Beth, born November 11, 19U7> in Ellaville, Georgia with congen¬
ital clubfeet was an only child of a sixteen-j-^ear old unmarried mother.
The mother lived with her parents, worked in the fields, and helped
about the home of the landlord.
Before her admittance to ftarris Memorial Hospital, Beth was ex¬
amined and was found to be suffering from an umbilical hernia. The
child had extremely large eyes, and the lids swelled considerably when
she cried. Beth was diagnosed as having edematous upper lids, but a
urinalysis was negative.
Beth was placed in the home of Mr. and Mrs. G on November 30, 19li9.
The foster parents were relatively new, their home having been approved
in the fall of 19)49> and the couple seemed to be a happy one. They
were married in I9I46, and both had been previously married. Mrs. G
was thirty-eight years old, and the youngest foster mother in the study.
Their home was situated in a poor location, but Mrs. G kept it neat
and clean, which gave it a comfortable and cheery atmosphere from within.
The couple accepted Beth warmly, and in a relatively short period of
time they were purchasing things for her with their own money. Two
visits were made to their home with Beth's worker, and on one such
visit the foster fathdr was found holding Beth in an affectionate
and fatherly manner.
On February 6, 19^0, Beth was observed at the Crippled Children's
Clinic. She cried terrifically when her right cast was changed (her
left foot was not in a cast). The foster mother was cautioned not to
allow the child to soften the new cast as the previous one ha«S been.
This meant a certain amount of restriction in the play activities of
the child, which excluded romping,over the floor and beating the cast
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soft by knocking it against solid objects.
The foster mother dressed Beth neatly, and from the affection
given by both foster parents, she was overcoming some of her withdrawn
and insecure behavior mechanisms. At times, the child presented eating
problems.
The mother came to visit Beth the first week in Febniary, but the
child had forgotten due to the long period of separation.
It has been illustrated by these case studies that the child is from
birth an active participant in the family setting and in his future destiny.
The instinctual drives, the native eqiiipment of physical health and appear¬
ance, and the favorability of the environment including parental support
and socializing opportunities, all contribute to the personality develop¬
ment of the individual,^
The children in this study had very little, if any medical attention
after being bom. This indicates that their mothers received little or
only emergency medical attention. There is a great deal of neglect in the
area of prenatal care, which may be partially responsible for many cases
of children born with physical defects in rural areas. During the period
that the study was made, clubfoot condition was second in number as the
most frequent type of case referred and admitted for treatment through the
Crippled Children's Division. This is a restatement of a fact known by
medical and social leaders; more medical and health facilities are needed
in our rural areas.^
The foster home babies in this study have little besides love and af-'
fection to return to when they go home. It is a fact that the average Negro
farm family exists on a yearly income of only a few hundred dollars.
^Eleanor Clifton, and Florence Hollis, eds., Child Therapy, (New 7ork,
19)!8), pp.
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'•Children’s Bureau Reviews a Years Work," op. cit.
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The typical Southern farm family has an income of but a few
hundred dollars a year. It is considerably lower than that of the
average white farm family,,,Negro farm families of higher than share¬
cropper status are not any better off, on the average, than are white
sharecropfers...
Extremely low also are the incomes of most Negro farm families
in the villages of the South.
The Consumer Purchase Study indicates that half the "normal"
Negro families in thirty-four Southern villages located in Georgia^
Mississippi, and the Carolines—had incomes under $330 in 193^”36.^
It might well be stated that these eight case studies have included
the points Miss Georgia Ball mentioned in an article some years ago which
are the problems of crippled children, the problems of their parents and
foster parents, problems in relation to siblings and other children, and
factors in treatment.^
3-^Gunnar Myrdal, An American Dilemma Vol. 1 (New York, 19Uli), p. 36U.
^'Georgia Ball, "Case Work with Crippled Children," reproduced with per¬
mission by the Federal Security Agency, from The Family, Anril, 1939.
CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Organized child-placing has progressed through the years with the
pioneering efforts of Charles Loring Brace through the New York Children's
Aid Society in 1853• Long before the nineteenth century, unorganized
efforts were made to meet the needs of some of the children needing such
care. In Biblical times, Abraham adopted Lot, and Pharoah's daughter adopt¬
ed Moses, Since that time foster home care has gained public interest and
governmental support through the Social Security Actj but much emphasis is
still mobilized through private sources. Today there is a nationwide in¬
terest centered upon all areas of child care, and foster care is one of the
challenging areas of this broad program.
From the eight case studies in this thesis, it is evident that foster
home care was meaningful for these children, who needed such care as they
convalesced av/ay from their homes for a period of six or more months while
they received plaster treatment for clubfoot correction. The needs of these
children and future generations of crippled children are considered as the
needs of any normal child with additional emphasis on medical and related
services. This new concept is quite different from the old concept which
was based upon charity, pity, and/or exploitation.
It was not until August, 19h9f that the Department of Public Welfare
through its Crippled Children's Division, made an initial step to provide
foster homes for crippled Negro children who required such care as they con¬
valesced away from their homes. Prior to this, these children and others
had been given boarding care only, through the facilities of Harris Memorial
and McLendon Hospitals, In August, 19l49i the Crippled Children's Division
of the Georgia Department of Public Welfare requested the Child Welfare
Association of Fulton and DeKalb Counties to provide foster homes for
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clubfoot infants who needed such care as they received plaster cast service
away from their homes for an approximate period of six months. This pro¬
gram included white and Negro children, but the need was primary in regard
to the Negro infants. White children receive convalescent care at the
Aidmore Convalescent Home. The housing capacity at Aidraore is limited,
but many crippled white children are served through these portals. Many
others receive hospitalization through the Scottish Rite Hospital for
Crippled Children. These facilities are not available to Negro children.
The Aidmore Clinic in cooperation with the Crippled Children's Division
serves Negro out-patients. From August through December, eight club¬
foot infants were referred to and accepted by the Child Welfare Association
through the Crippled Children's Division, The request for foster homes
was still being carried on within this private agency which meant that
there was a minimum of foster homes available for meeting this additional
need and request. The white foster mothers seemed more difficult to recruit
than Negro foster mothers, but this did not block the program for the white
clubfoot child or the white crippled child per se because of the existing
convalescent facilities available to them. However, service to the Negro
crippled child remained at a drastic minimum because these eight clubfoot
children were the only crippled Negro children receiving foster home care.
Dije to this inability to recruit sufficient foster homes for these crippled
children much of the funds allocated for this purpose was not used.
The Department of Public Welfare, Crippled Children's Division, paid
seventy dollars per month for foster home care of these Negro clubfoot
children. Ten dollars of this amount was for transportation purposes to
and from the Crippled Children's Clinic. In its own program, the Child
Welfare Association paid from tl.l? to $1.U0 per day per child to foster
mothers. Unfortunately, it is the usual practice in Georgia to pay white
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foster mothers a hipiher rate than the amount paid to Negro foster mothers.
There is not any feasible justification for such a practice. Such practices
are prevalent throughout the South, From the figures given as the board
rates for the public and private agencies in this study, it is clearly seen
that the public agency went beyond the margin of the private agency’s rates
in recruiting foster mothers for these crippled children. Public agencies
are in a better position to give higher rates than private agencies because
they have the backing of federal funds. Many more foster homes could be
used effectively with this new program for crippled children, for white
and Negro children since clubfoot condition is second in frequency of the
types of. crippling conditions referred to the Crippled Children's Division.
The Negro children admitted for care at the Child Welfare Association
from the Georgia Crippled Children's Division received practically all of
their post-natal medical attention after their admittance to the Crippled
Children's Clinic and to the Child Welfare Association's Clinic, This
meant that their mothers received little medical care diiring pregnancy be¬
cause follow-up service would have been given to the babies whether through
public or private sources. It is obvious from their limited incomes that
they were not able to secure private medical care and that there is a
minimum of public health facilities in most rural areasof Georgia. This
factor may account for many of the children born with physical defects. The
families of these children had annual incomes far below $300*00, which
meant that all of these children were eligible for treatment offered
through the Crippled Children's Division.
It was of significance to observe the age range of the foster parents
in this study. The youngest foster mother, was thirty-eight. The other
ages were fifty-two, forty-nine, and forty-four. These foster mothers
were recruited by the Child Welfare Association but were used to care for
these children referred by the Crippled Children's Division of the Georgia
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Department of Public Welfare. Toung foster mothers are not attracted to
the foster home program because of low board rates, and because of lack
of interpretation.
The personality development of a child is dependent to a large ex¬
tent upon the environment. This factor incorporated with the newer trend
of thought that the child is from birth an active participant in the
family setting and in his future destiny, and that his instinctual drives,
the native equipment of physical health and appearance, the favorability
of the environment, including parental support and socializing opportuni¬
ties all contribute to the personality development of an individual. From
this standpoint, social workers must be more and more responsible for
bringing about happier family relationships for the future physical, and
emotional security of all children.
Much of the Negro population is■concentrated in the state of Georgia,
which means a large percentage of proper convalescent and therapeutic neg¬
ligence to many American citizens. This writer cannot think of one legiti¬
mate and humanitarian reason as to why such injustices should be perpetuated
year in and year out on the basis of the geographic location and the un¬
accountable passivity on the part of civilized Christian people. All
standing by are guilty irrespective of race, religion, or location in
these United States until this situation and similar ones are overcome
through unity, and fearlessness.
With the advent of proper convalescent facilities, which would include
Negro crippled children in Georgia, there would be perhaps fewer cases of
recurring crippling conditions as has been the case with clubfoot. For
then all children would have more opportunities for unrestricted use of
such appliances as splints and bfaces. In a convalescent home they would
have access to proper medical and staff supervision to supervise the reg¬
ulation and general condition of jthes.e .appliances, which are frequently
3U
essential in the prevention of recurring crippling conditions.
How long shall this question be answered negatively?: Are the con¬
valescent needs of children in Georgia being met and the facilities being
developed to meet them in all diagnostic groups without limitations be¬
cause of age, race, or religion?
The writer makes the following recommendations:
1, The recruitment of more foster homes for Negro crippled children,
2, An increase in the board rates inasmuch as only a portion of the
money allocated for this purpose is used because of the inability to re¬
cruit foster homes,
3, Provision should be made in rural sections of Georgia with public
health nursing, physical therapy, medical social service, nutrition, occu¬
pational and play therapy, and housekeeping-aide service. This would lead
to preventive measures and also meet the present medical and related needs,
)4, The above services should be provided for the foster homes in which
these and other children are,
5, There is a great need for younger foster mothers for they can better
meet the needs of children from both a physical and mental standpoint,
6, There could be many subsequent studies drawn from the files of the
Crippled Children's Division dealing with the economic and social status of
the families from which these crippled children come. There is a wealth of
material inasmuch as all children born with crippling conditions are re¬
ferred to the Georgia Crippled Children's Division,
7, The files of the Child Welfare Association of Fulton and DeKalb
Counties should prove valuable for making a study of the age range of foster
mothers and their general problems and difficulties in dealing with foster
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If dead, cause of death
Mention any physical or mental defects (especially insanity, feeblemindedness,
epilepsy, tuberculosis, rheumatism, chorea, heart disease, syphilis, gonorrhea, al¬
coholism) in the family or relatives or in others tvho have lived or are living in
contact with the child '*
Child’s Developmental History and Habits: State below development history in detail including untoward behavior and habits
Health : State below all diseases and age developed
Accidents, Injuries,
Operations or illnesses
other than above .
Tests and Inocula¬
tions: Date Result Date Result
Tests and Inocu- '
lations: Date Result Date Result
Audiometer Test Toxoid (diphtheria)
B M R Examination Tuberculin Test
Blood Smear Typhoid Fever Vaccine
Blood Wassermann Vaccination (smallpox)
Dick Test Vaginal Smear
Scarlet Fever Vaccine Vision Tests
Schick Test Whooping Cough Vacdne
Stool Examination X-ray of Chest
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Name - — Age Sex. Race School Grade.
History of disability: (Give date of illness or injury, affected part or extent of illness and treatment given)
Hereditary tendencies:
<Check each X—^Yea O—^No)
syphili's eczema asthma hay fever
any other
Mother’s pregnancies: No full term. premature miscarriage™
Ages of siblings: dead (state cause)
living (state health condition)—
PERSONAL HISTORY:




Conditions at birth.. ..injuries™ . malformations... ..convulsions...
difficult or prolonged..
other.
Age in months at which patient Sat up_








(Check each past illnesses) ..measles whooping cough. chicken pox. jnumps..
diphtheria scarlet fever poliomyelitis tonsilitis.
X Yes 0 No) Colds. otitis media. asthma eczema
hay fever




Immunizations.. -diphtheria. ..tetanus. whooping cough smallpox.....
(Check each X— Yes O—No) tjrphoid fever...
Tests, (Check Pos. or Neg.) Schick
Present feeding schedule ...feeding hours.
-tuberculin. .Kahn..
Appetite... oz. milk a day.. -raw-
..eating between meals.
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PERMISSION FOR MEDICAL CARE
'ermission is hereby granted to the Crippled Children’s Service of the Georgia State Department of Public Welfare for operation
md|or other treatment as may be necessary, and for the use of photographs of the patient for educational purposes.
Witness Parent or guardian
Witness
Date:
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